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Collaborative Research?: General Study on the Urban Structure of Sakai
Shown in “Grand map of Sakai in 1689”  of the?Genroku Period
?????????????
A Study of the Grand Map of Sakai for Examining Seaside 
Development in Early Modern Sakai : In Parallel with 
the Introduction of the “Seaside Map of Three Towns of 
Kita-Zaimoku-choˉhama, Shukuya-choˉhama, and Shinmei-choˉhama; 
Kita Goboˉ?Branch Temple of Hongan-ji Temple”???????????????????????????????????????
City Planning on “Grand Map of  Sakai in 1689 (Genroku 2)” and 
Architectures of Edo Period???????????????????????????????????????????????????????
A Study of the Koken-zu of Edo???????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????? ?????????
The Restoration, Photographing, and Display of the Grand Map of Sakai??????????????????
A Change in the Municipal Regime of Sakai from the Late Muromachi 
Period to the Period of the Ascendancy of Oda Nobunaga: 
From the Feudal Regime to the Autonomous Regime??????????????????????????????????
A Study of the Form and Internal Structure of the Merchant District 
in the City at the Beginning of the Early Modern Period : A Study of 
the Renovation of the Moated City of Sakai, Examining its Transformation 
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